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Fig. 1 - S1 (29.07.2020; 15.08.2020; 03.09.2020) - Streams part of the Sirba system have swollen and have since decreased.

Fig. 2 - S2 (22.07.2020) - Extent of the Niger and Sirba rivers on 22.07.2020.

Record flood of the Niger river worsens in Niamey
Sentinel-2 MSI acquired on 22 July 2020 at 10:05:59 UTC
Sentinel-1 CSAR IW acquired on 22 July 2020 from 18:11:43 to 18:03:59 UTC
...
Sentinel-1 CSAR IW acquired on 03 September 2020 from 18:03:36 to 18:04:01 UTC
Sentinel-2 MSI acquired on 05 September 2020 at 10:10:31 UTC
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Fig. 3 - S2 (05.09.2020) - It is now eastern more downstream areas that are affected by the flood.

Fig. 4 - S1 (22.07.2020-03.09.2020) - Affected areas upstream and downstream of Niamey agglomeration.

2D animation 2D view

After the flood of the Niger river worsened, Le Monde related: The heavy rains that have fallen since June on Niger, a poor and very dry Sahelian
state, have killed 45 people and over 226 000 people affected, while several districts of Niamey, the capital, are engulfed by water, announced
Thursday, August 27 the authorities of the country.

2D view

As of 24 August, 25 834 affected households with a total of 226 563 people had been registered throughout the country, with "45 human lives lost"
as of 24 August, the Nigerien Minister for Humanitarian Action and Disaster Management said in a statement. A previous official assessment on 18
August reported 38 deaths and more than 150 000 people affected.

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/289e2d90b5fa44c395448e3f9cf01367
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/450146aa676b4502b7e90c8fe4ca9bf2
https://www.lemonde.fr/afrique/article/2020/08/28/inondations-au-niger-au-moins-45-morts-et-plus-de-200-000-sinistres_6050140_3212.html
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/1a24808d4a0345978b771a646550424f
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Fig. 5 - S2 (22.07.2020) - View before the flood.

Fig. 6 - S2 (05.09.2020) - View during the flood.
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The most affected regions are Maradi (south), Tahoua, Tillabéri, Dosso and Niamey (west). According to the ministry, 20 201 houses, 1 167 huts, 64
classrooms, 24 mosques have collapsed as well as a dispensary. More than 4 290 head of livestock were decimated while 448 granaries, 713
drinking water wells and 5 306 hectares of crops were damaged.

2D animation 2D view

Almost all of Niamey's 1.5 million inhabitants live on the banks of the river and some have even built their houses in its bed. By 2019, floods had
left 32 people dead and more than 226 000 affected.

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/951f3eb7e322494099341d8293ad6f99
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/bc322537e52a4d6fb324ff59c4c1a609
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/ce509a8470c443579e7a8981651dcf5e
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Fig. 7 - S2 - Progression of the flooded areas, red channel: 22.07.2020; green channel: 16.08.2020; blue channel: 04.09.2020.

Fig. 8 - S1 (29.07.2020; 10.08.2020; 22.08.2020; 03.09.2020) - Change shows in blue.
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Despite the short duration - at most three months - and low rainfall, the country has been facing floods for several years, including in the desert
areas of the north. This is a paradox for this very dry state, where crop failures are usually due to drought.
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Martin Mateso added for France TV Info: Every year, the same spectacle of desolation takes place in several West African cities. Devastating floods
that cause loss of life, destroy property and crops, and spread epidemics in their wake.

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/4ffc8e1f51ce4113a0b3fd35b53e5eeb
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/dea62a2f035c4125bc7905eee77bd3d5
https://www.francetvinfo.fr/monde/afrique/societe-africaine/niamey-cotonou-dakar-le-drame-des-inondations-recurrentes-et-devastatrices-en-afrique-de-l-ouest_4086609.html
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Fig. 9 - S2 (22.07.2020; 16.08.2020; 04.09.2020) - Map of the flooded areas in the major bed.

Fig. 10 - S1 (22.07.2020-03.09.2020) - Dikes were overflowed on the southern bank of the Niger river.

2D view

In 2019, eight of the 12 African countries most affected by floods were in West Africa: Côte d'Ivoire, Ghana, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal
and Sierra Leone. Most of them suffer from a lack of urban infrastructure without which flood control is impossible.
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Regarding the present flood in Niamey, Hervé Trebossen, an expert working on floods in Niamey since 2007, tempers this statement: "Most of the
dikes in Niamey have been reinforced and heightened in the past recent years. Major pits are cleaned up once or twice a year. One of the main
problems are that a part of Niamey is built within the major bed of the Niger river or even in some of its oxbows. Another is the lack of knowledge
of the urban planning rules from the population and a poor monitoring of the urban extents from the authorities."

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/f011486bfe8d4dffa8b52c73bd9136f1
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/bc725a664c3e4161bef5aeab294f1226
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Fig. 11 - S2 (22.07.2020) - Niamey and neighbouring cities at the end of July.

Fig. 12 - S2 (05.09.2020) - As it widened, the Niger covered most islands and damaged rice cropland.
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https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/deca1ac4f9c14bb1b46b480cb201af86
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/e5e85d8b9e304b5f8710867d87b969a0
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/88c1d7b739154936a68e06b74c8d77b7
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Fig. 13 - S2 (22.07.2020; 05.09.2020) - The AGRHYMET centre has been flooded, the Niger Basin Authority is about is be reached as well.

West-looking view of the dike cracking at the Central Bridge - Source: AGRHYMET Regional Centre twitter account
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https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/328cde68e2d0433d96f3048f6a191ab6
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The neighbourhoods on the right bank west of the central bridge of Niamey are being flooded after the dike gave way - Source: AGRHYMET

Regional Centre twitter account.

The views expressed herein can in no way be taken to reflect the official opinion of the European Space Agency or the European Union. 
Contains modified Copernicus Sentinel data 2020, processed by VisioTerra.
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